Contracts: Cases, Discussion, And Problems, Third Edition (Aspen Casebooks)
Contracts: Cases, Discussion, and Problems is known for its strikingly clear, straightforward text that illuminates cases as well as concepts and theory. Carefully edited modern, engaging cases are presented in context along with classic older cases. Insightful questions draw attention to difficult and crucial aspects of the law and prompt vigorous class discussion. Manageable problems supplement cases and introduce topics taught most effectively through problems. The casebook’s traditional organization begins with formation and then corresponds to the sequence followed by the Restatement (2nd) of Contracts and treatises. Its concise, efficient presentation results in an optimum length for the course. Transactional issues such as drafting, client counseling, and negotiation are emphasized through the use of questions and small exercises throughout the text. Strengthening the text’s focus on contemporary methods of contracting, modern issues in standard contracts are explored along with contracts entered into electronically. International and comparative material offers alternative approaches for students to consider, such as those taken by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) and the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts. The Third Edition introduces new cases, updated discussion, and challenging problems that tackle issues arising from the growing use of electronic media in the formation and performance of contracts. Fresh cases, problems, and text throughout the book provide new perspectives on contemporary approaches to the law. A focus on and full treatment of Revised Article 1 and Current Article 2 respond to the widespread enactment of the Article 1 revisions. Recognizing the failure of the proposed revisions of Article 2, the Third Edition no longer refers to revised Article 2. By responding to adopters suggestions and by reorganizing for clarity, the Third Edition has greatly enhanced its teaching effectiveness.

Hallmark features of Contracts: Cases, Discussion, and Problems: Clear presentation of concepts, theory, questions, and problems Carefully edited cases o modern, engaging as well as classic older o cases set in context by author-written material Illuminating questions o confront difficult and crucial aspects of the law o prompt class discussion Manageable problems o supplement associated cases o introduce topics taught most effectively through problems Traditional organization o begins with formation o corresponds to sequence followed by the Restatement (2nd) of Contracts and treatises Concise, efficient presentation of optimum length Emphasis on transactional issues through questions and exercises o drafting o client counseling o negotiation
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Customer Reviews

This product serves its purpose as to what I need for my contracts II class. I purchased the product used so I did expect writing in the book. However, I need not expect to receive a book that had pages torn out.

This book is great! Very clear, very easy to read. It is likely that if you are looking in to purchasing it you don’t have a choice in the matter any way, but have no fear, it is a relatively easy read. But the only reason I am writing a review is to bring attention to the fact that the book does in fact fall apart. Actual pieces come out of the book. There are 24 students in this K class and 8 BRAND NEW books are coming apart at the seams. lol Considering we paid upwards of $200 for this book, that is pretty astonishing. Even the professor’s book is coming apart. Just thought I would share, in case it makes a difference. Goodluck!

While the price is a bit obscene (typical of law casebooks) it is the best casebook I’ve seen. Everything is well explained and there’s actual humor in parts which REALLY helps keep you going when you have a long reading assignment. Incidentally, mine did not fall apart, though there was some signs of separation starting in the back. Perhaps they’ve improved the binding process some.

It had minimal coffee damage that wasn’t stated in the description but other than that, it was right on point. It was delivered extremely fast. I would definitely recommend this seller to others :) Thanks so much for it by the way.
Really good book. The cases are broken down simple so that you can IRAC in your sleep. Most times you just see phrases like "the issue is..." or "the court held....". I liked it.
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